


















Design Development, Kyle

Key silhouette, Oversized tailored jacket inspired by 1940s 
before the war, school. add shoulder guesst and increase 
whole jacket size and keep develop of pocket detail as 
choose pleat cargo pocket and creat new big pocket design 
in the back side. this jacekt have quit a lot of detail such as 
elbow patch, kissing buttons, three botton on front, ticket 
detail, and create new pattern on the back.

Design Development Outfit2 Safari Jacket
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whole jacket size and keep develop of pocket detail as 
choose pleat cargo pocket and creat new big pocket design 
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detail, and create new pattern on the back.

Design Development Outfit2 Safari Jacket

Tapered wide length trousers, inspired by 1940’s workwear. 
it’s looks formal casual with cargo porkect design both side. 
also have big create pocket on the back as balanced with 
safari jacket. high waisted design for comfortable, also 
vintage traditional design on the back waist band.

Design Development Outfit2 Tapered trousers
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Outfit Breakdown
Outfit 1

Kissing Three Buttons
Traditional Kissing Three 
Buttons on the sleeve vents, we 
choose brown dark green colour 
of buttons and button hole.

Patched Pocket
Patched Pocket design on 
Classic Tailored Jacket. Over 
15cm Quit Big Patched Pocket 
for men. Also add yellow lined 
in side Patched pocket. 
High quality finished

Lining Pocket
Curved Lining Pocket in side 
jacket on the lining and facing. 
this lining pocket is single welt 
pocket as same design with 
trousers back pocket that it 
would be balanced whole outfit.

Patched Pocket
Patched Pocket on shirts, 
Outfit1. It’s high quality of 
top stitching on the pocket 
and this top stitching looks 
like squared finished. And 
make big about 9~10cm for 
gentle men and customer.

Welt Pocket on Trousers
Single welt pocket on the 
trousers, outfit 1. it’s looks like 
traditional. also make big 
lining pocket inside welt 
pocket of trousers.

Pleats on Trousers
Two big trousers pleats on 
trousers. it looks like tradition-
al and suitable for this wide 
length of trousers.

Outfit Breakdown Outfit1Outfit Breakdown Outfit1
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Outfit Breakdown
Outfit 2

Outfit Breakdown Outfit2Outfit Breakdown Outfit2

Shoulder Guesst, Strap
Shoulder guesst with strap detail. 
this safari jacket inspired by 
1940-50 youths life in war and 
work. and epaulets of military 
uniform detail design into this 
safari jacket. 

Pleated Pocket with Ticket Detail
This pleated pocket design was created 
two different size and to make four pleated 
pocket put on the safari jacket. this pocket 
was made bigger than original for men 
customer. also add some our concept detail 
as youth ticket detail with raiser cutting 
and sew leather in leather studio.

Elbow Patch
Elbow patch designed in this 
safari jacket. this elbow patch 
was hand made using suede 
fabrics. and colour matched 
with beige cottons fabrics. also 
prevent stretch of clothes.

Created Pocket
This big created patched pocket 
design by Kyle. and lined inside 
pocket as perfect finished for 
herritage. while designed a big 
pocket on back side of this jacket 
as expressing funtionality, beauty 
at the same time.

Kissing Buttons
Traditional three kissing 
buttons design in this 
safari jacket. it would be 
looks like mix and 
matched formal and 
casual design.

Roll Neck
Roll neck pattern was add 
approx.16cm as created folded 
design. this is becaue, keep it 
warm neck line for men customer.

Sleeve Hem
This Jersey was perfect 
finished to using twin needle 
sewing machine. it looks like 
minial and clean, unified. 
also this finishing to give 
wrist comfort for men 
customer when they work.

Cargo Pocket. 
This cargo pocket design was 
inspired by workwear in 
1940-50 youth life in work. this 
cargo pocket was included 
pleated as same with safari 
jacket for balance.

Created Pocket
This big created patched pocket 
design by Kyle. and lined inside 
pocket as perfect finished for 
herritage. while designed a big 
pocket on back side of this 
tapered wide length truousers as 
expressing funtionality, beauty 
at the same time.
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Outfit Breakdown
Outfit 3

Pencil Pocket
This pencil pocket was created 
funtional pocket by ourself. 
pocket silhouette inspired by 
our concept in war. top stitching 
on the pocket as good quality of 
finished this pocket design.

Strap on Sleeve
Strap design was inspired by 
1940-50 youth in the war. this 
strap design is balanced with 
outfit2 safari jacket’s strap on 
shoulder as looks like one 
collection. one button on this 
strap can be open and close.

York of Shirts
Traditional york design of 
shirts. both side york design 
was created when we design 
this work shirts. also add size 
approx 4cm on this york as 
comfortable for men when guy 
try on this shirts.

Basic Pocket
Basic one flap pocket design 
on this work shirts. this pocket 
size make bigger than original 
design, because funtional and 
comfortable for men when 
guys try to wear this shirts.

Cuffs Design
One buttons cuffs design on the 
work shirts. we designed quit big 
cuffs add approx 7-8cm to make 
this shirts cuffs. also finishing 
two line top stitching on this 
work shirts.

Created Pocket
This created pocket is similier with 
outfit3 coach jackets pocket design. 
this is because for balance of one 
whole outfit. two pleated design on 
this pocket for comfortable.

Flying on Dungarees
Most of difficult design and 
make this flying on this sleeve-
less jump-suit dungarees. we 
designed and created one vest 
overlap pattern and one tapered 
trousers pattern as sew together.

Outfit Breakdown Outfit3Outfit Breakdown Outfit3
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Outfit Breakdown
Outfit 4

Lining Pocket

Zip up Hoodie
zip up Hoodie, using water 
proof fabric to make zip up 
Funtional Hoodie. This hoodie 
can be transform to unfolding 
design. It’s looks like stylish 
and trendy for men in winter

Funtioanl Pocket
Create new funtional, Utility 
pocket with zip and inside 
pocket. High quality of finishied 
top stiching on the pocket. This 
pocket can be store two way.

Functional Pocket
The bottom of the puffer coat. This 
Pocket design for Funtional as 
customer can be put water bottle in 
this pocket. Made approx 15cm 
and lots of store in this pocket. 
create this pocket we self.

Hand Knitting
This jersey pieces of some part 
was made hand knitting. this 
would be high quality of 
finished as looks like herritage. 
Hem and round neck part was 
made hand knitting and sew 
together on this knitted jersey. 

Trousers Pocket
Traditional chino trousers side 
pocket on this detachable chino 
trousers. and using linen fabric to 
make lining inside the side pocket. 
linen fabric would be feels like 
soft touch and comfortable.

Hidden Zip on Trousers
This hidden zip trousers was 
made funtional and detachable 
as balanced with outfit4 puffer 
coat. and add hidden pattern on 
this trousers as people can’t see 
zipper. High quality of finished.
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Fine Art
Hand painting ollaborated with 

fine art and fine art studio
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1940 Youths Life
This Concept is story of our group member pesonally.

Our grand father’s story of there youths life in 1940-1950, 10 years peiord.
Vintage, classic, funtional, detachable was created one perfect harmony of collection.
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1940 Youths Life
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Hand Painting
Hand painting expressed about our grand fathers

time and memories in 1940 when they youths
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Story in Diary
If I say a word how my life was, sometimes I was un happy,

at other times I was happy. They say life is but an empty dream,
But I was grateful to be alive.

Morning chill, a breeze that flows right before bloom,
smell of glowy sunset, not a single day wasn’t bright to me.

You, in misery,
Once you are born in this world, you deserve these whole things.

Even though there are thousands of trivial days, your life is worth living.
Don’t spoil your today because of regretful past and unsure future.

Make the most of your day.
You deserve it.

To the mother and father of child.
To the siblings.

To daughters and sons
To you, Once I was...
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